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Which “half” your client gets makes all the difference!

Can your client afford to accept the proposed settlement? Would you stake your reputation on it?

A Certified Divorce Financial Analyst® (CDFA™) professional can help you and your client address the financial issues of divorce with reports that can help achieve settlements that work today – and in the future.

A CDFA professional can:
- Complete the detailed financial work for you – including collecting and organizing financial documents – making case preparation and settlement easier
- Provide in-depth analysis of the short- and long-term financial effects of a proposed settlement
- Work as a consultant or expert witness

Find your CDFA advantage here: www.InstituteDFA.com/lawyer ☎️ (800) 875-1760
The response to FamilyLawyerMagazine.com, Family Lawyer Magazine and our quarterly e-newsletter has been overwhelmingly positive. It goes without saying that we’re extremely pleased to have accomplished our goal of assisting family lawyers improve their practice and work/life balance.

Your tremendous response inspired us to publish this unscheduled issue of Family Lawyer Magazine in electronic format. I would like to take a moment to share some comments we have received in the past few months:

“Family Lawyer Magazine is absolutely the best magazine for me. I’ve gotten more helpful advice from this magazine than from the last ten CLE seminars I’ve attended.”

~ C.C., Family Lawyer, PA

“Every issue of your e-newsletter provides me with something I can use in my practice.”

~ K.T., Family Lawyer, CA

“I was very happy to receive the premiere issue of your Family Lawyer Magazine. It’s an excellent publication for family law attorneys. I’m sure all family lawyers will be glad to receive it. Please keep the issues coming.”

~ A.M., Family Lawyer, PA

In this issue, we feature articles that help you expand the breadth of your practice by developing an expertise in pet custody, a crash course on how social media can grow your practice and how you can regain work/life balance. We also have an interview with a Judge on how to better prepare for court, a brand new column on “News” and a section devoted to QDROs.

I invite you to:

• **Visit FamilyLawyerMagazine.com** — This issue of Family Lawyer Magazine represents a very small cross section of the hundreds of articles that are available on FamilyLawyerMagazine.com.

• **Contribute** — Please let us know if you’d like to contribute an article, a case review or a CLE presentation.

• **Help your favorite charity win our $6,000 prize donations** — We are in the final stretch of our Charity Funding Challenge where we are giving family lawyers the opportunity to vote for their favorite charity so the charity might win the prize donated by Family Lawyer Magazine and Divorce Magazine. Click here to vote: www.familylawyermagazine.com/articles/charity-funding-challenge.

• **Subscribe and read our Quarterly e-newsletter** — Keep an eye out for our e-newsletter. To subscribe and get a chance to win an iPad, click here: www.familylawyermagazine.com/subscribe-enewsletter.
How Feathers and Fur Can Grow Your Practice

By David T. Pisarra, Family Lawyer

While pets may be considered property more judges are acknowledging roles pets play in our lives. By developing an expertise in pet custody you can increase the breadth of your practice.

“Your Honor? I think it’s clear that my client is better suited to be awarded full custody. He’s more financially stable, has the type of work schedule that will allow him more physical interaction and has a living situation that is much more conducive to the special needs of this case. Further, he has been more fully involved in each stage of Rex’s development. Some may see Rex as just a dog, Your Honor. But to my client he is so much more.”

Pet Custody Battles are On the Rise

Having represented hundreds of spouses over the years, I can say that I’ve seen couples battling with the same ferocity over the family dog or cat as they do over their children. Because of this sea of change, a new area of representation is opening up to family law attorneys amidst a contraction in our industry due to paralegals and DIY online divorce services.

Our thinking about pets has changed over the decades. While man first started domesticating dogs, cats and horses from as far back as 13,000 B.C., it is a relatively recent occurrence that we’ve come to view our pets as members of the family. And with roughly 55% of all households in the U.S. and Canada owning at least one pet, and a host of recent scientific studies proving the benefits that come from pet ownership, there is no question that our furred and feathered friends have ingratiated themselves into our lives. No longer are they an afterthought in the divorce process. As a matter of fact, for many childless couples, who often view their pets as “starter babies,” pet custody is front and center.
While pets are still considered property by the courts, representing a client seeking pet custody demands a more strategic approach than what is found when arguing for the car.

**The Best Approach to Seeking Pet Custody**

When I was going through my own breakup, which was the basis for my book “What About Wally? Co-Parenting A Pet With Your Ex,” I found the best way to go about this was to substitute “Pet” for “Child.” The reality is that the majority of us own a pet so the odds are a judge will be a pet owner as well. And while they are bound by the law they may be more empathetic to the emotional component pets bring to our lives in much the same way they acknowledge the bond between parent and child.

When approaching a pet custody case we want to have access to documentation of involvement in much the same way we would when handling a child custody case. We want to prove that our client has been a more active participant and taken chief responsibility for the care of the pet. We want to compile registration papers with our client listed as the legal owner, veterinary bills showing our client’s financial involvement, and even receipts for training and food. The goal is to show an active participation in the pet’s life in much the same way we would when showing a parent’s involvement in a child’s upbringing.

In lieu of those documents, or in support of them, be prepared to explore the emotional relationship between client and pet as well as the type of living situation the pet will have if custody is granted. If your dog-owning client is moving out of the home he or she shared with a spouse, provide photos of an ample backyard or nearby dog park. If applicable, highlight the fact that your client has a more conducive work schedule and will be more available to the pet. And if your client is seeking primary custody of the children, don’t hesitate to argue the importance of the pet in their lives.

**Shared Custody**

Another option that can prove to be very beneficial for all concerned is the concept of shared custody of the pet. This requires an acknowledgement from both parties that each loves the pet and wants to have an active role in its life. In many ways this will mirror the components found in shared child custody. Obviously, proximity of the ex-spouses is important as is the pair working together as a team. If one pet parent allows Fido to jump on the couch while the other doesn’t, Fido could develop behavioral problems. This also holds true with making sure the same food and toys are available at each pet parent’s home. But what I’ve seen through others, and in my own personal experience as a co-parent of a dog with my ex, is that coming together over a shared love has a way of helping to heal old wounds.

While pets are still considered property more judges are acknowledging the role pets play in our lives. And if you’ve ever
represented a pet-owning client you know that in most cases they don’t just toss the family dog in to the property mix. So as it is with child custody cases, where we should strive to act in the best interest of the child who often is unable to speak for him or herself, we should employ the same strategies when arguing on behalf of our client’s pets.

By developing an expertise in pet custody you are not only increasing the breadth of your practice but reaching out to an often neglected, but large sector of the population.

Los Angeles-based Family Law Attorney, author, public speaker and newspaper columnist. David T. Pisarra, Esq., heads the law firm of Pisarra and Grist, as well as MensFamilyLaw.com, dedicated to providing support and representation to men navigating the tumultuous waters of divorce.

More Related Articles on Pet Custody

Pet Custody Cases Should be Taken Seriously
By Peter Walzer, Family Lawyer
The parties can be creative in giving one party “visitation”, but the courts may be unwilling to make and enforce such an order. www.familylawyermagazine.com/articles/pet-custody-cases-should-be-taken-seriously.

Dino and Kirby: An Unexpected Custody Battle
By David G. Sarif
A case where child custody was resolved within the first two minutes of mediation, but a lot of time, letters and attorney’s fees were spent fighting over the pet dog and snake. www.familylawyermagazine.com/articles/dino-and-kirby-an-unexpected-custody-battle.

Family Law Clients Not Paying On Time?

Have your Clients Borrow from Churchill
No Guarantee Required from your Firm

BBL Churchill, America’s leading divorce lender, provides funding to spouses who are unable to pay their attorney costs, forensic accountants and living expenses.

We provide a credit line to your clients, allowing them to pay you on time, with no repayments due until settlement of their case. Interest rates are akin to credit cards.

See what your fellow attorneys are excited about.
Contact Nicole Noonan J.D. at BBL Churchill today.

Your Fees Paid On Time, Every Time
(212) 797 0212
nicole.noonan@bblchurchill.com
www.bblchurchill.com
The Easiest Way to Get Paid!

- Accept Visa, MasterCard, Discover & Amex
- Save up to 25% off processing fees
- Control cash flow & increase business
- Accept credit cards for retainers
- Avoid commingling client funds

LawPay’s unique processing program correctly separates earned and unearned transactions keeping your firm compliant. The process is simple. Begin accepting payments today!

LawPay.com

Credit Card Processing

Accept payment online through our Secure Payment Link

866.376.0950
Judge Kathleen McCarthy speaks with Family Lawyer Magazine publisher and CEO, Dan Couvrette, on what she sees family lawyers can do to be better prepared, and help the overall system work better.

Can you compare the better prepared lawyers with the not-so-well prepared lawyers?
Wayne County is one of the largest counties in the United States and we serve over 42 cities, so we have a very active docket. There are twelve judges that sit in our division and we’re responsible for about 900 active cases and 25,000 post judgment cases at any one time.

So from our perspective, moving our docket rapidly through the court system within our time constraints is important. Lawyers need to come prepared to the case-management conference, which is usually our first opportunity to meet them and the family they are representing. This is an opportunity for the attorneys to come to court, sit down with the other side in one of our conference rooms, discuss the issues that are remaining and find ways to move that case forward. For example, you might want to discuss who you’d want as a mediator, or a real estate expert, or a business expert, and so on.

There will be lawyers who tell their clients not to bother coming to court on this date, and that they’ve got it handled. Often in these cases they just fly into the courtroom. They don’t speak to the other side, or use the opportunity to bring in their client, or have a four-way meeting. There’s no effort to streamline the process or mediate using their own professionalism — which would also help keep their clients’ costs down.

In a divorce case, there are many opportunities to do an informal discovery, and for attorneys to work with their clients to produce basic financial documentation. I think some lawyers figure that it’s just a court date, and all they need to do is make an appearance.

Are there consequences for being unprepared?
Unfortunately, no. Perhaps there should be. I think different judges handle things in different ways. I try to be cognizant that attorneys have busy lives. I appreciate that, but for a family going through a divorce, that is the only important thing going on in their life, and every time they appear in court is a very stressful experience for them.

Shouldn’t there be a checklist telling lawyers what they need to have for the initial meeting in order to speed up the process and alleviate its complexity?
I agree with you wholeheartedly that this should exist. However, it’s never been adopted in Wayne County because of the significant number of cases that are filed here. I think that’s something that we could do better. In fact, that’s a pet peeve of many family court lawyers.

But the more the lawyer has to prepare, the more the cost is to the client, right?
Yes, that’s true. But of course, you
What advice would you give lawyers to do a better job for their clients?
Well, I think explaining what a courtroom can and cannot do for their client is important. Clearly a courtroom and a judge are not equipped to deal with their client’s emotional needs, and clearly the emotional situation involved in a divorce is the most significant. A lot also depends on where a client is emotionally. I always recommend that lawyers help their clients see a therapist, or at least have therapeutic books their clients can read in their offices, or a list of books that will help them move through that emotional journey. I also strongly recommend sitting down in a four-way meeting with both lawyers and focusing on the budgets and things that the financial professionals routinely do with their clients — but divorce lawyers don’t necessarily think that way.

You’ve been practicing in the area of family law, either as a judge or in your private practice, for 17 years, have you seen things change?
Well, divorce is certainly more prevalent. I think the stigma is gone. I think if you walked into a room of 50 people, close to 35 will have been divorced at some point. This is much different than it was 17 years ago. So in that regard, it’s a little easier, because everyone knows somebody who has gone through divorce and can talk with them about it. Also, obviously our economic climate has dramatically changed in the last five to six years. There are fewer and fewer assets. Most people's primary asset is their pension and retirement, and lawyers today are still ill-equipped to properly deal with dividing those.

I find that having worked with many CDFAs and accountants, that it’s a little surprising more lawyers haven’t brought in that group to help them navigate these issues, and to help them see having a pension or a retirement asset can be used in different ways.

The other huge difference is how astronomically the amount of pro se litigants coming through our courtroom has grown. When I started, maybe a quarter of the litigants were without legal representation. Now it has grown to an incredible amount, which I think is a significant disadvantage to the litigants.

What percentage of cases are self-represented now?
I don’t even know if it’s as high as 50%, but it’s on the rise. Also, the number of actual divorces is down because fewer people are getting married. We have so many more paternity
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**Who Should Attend**
CPAs or Attorneys looking to broaden their roles as advisors in litigation, valuation, taxation or forensic services.

**Register today and take $100* off the regular registration rate.**
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Learn more or register at cpa2biz.com/familylaw | 888.777.7077
and custody cases where people are living together without the benefit of marriage — many of whom are unrepresented. I’m always surprised that in something as significant as a custody or parenting-time dispute, there are so many unrepresented individuals.

It always amazes me how complicated the whole issue of family law is. Would you agree? Yes, you know there are significant financial issues, pension issues, business issues, custody and parenting time, and child support issues. Truly, the benefit of having developed a family court in so many of our states is that more attention is being called to these significant issues — especially compared to the past.

Judge Kathleen McCarthy is a Wayne County Circuit Court Judge in Michigan, in the family law division. Prior to that, she was a family lawyer and a personal injury lawyer.

More Related Articles

What Is An Opening Statement?
Lynne Z. Gold-Bikin
Learn how you can construct an opening statement that slants the case in a way that would explain what you’re going to prove, how you’re going to prove it, and what the court should find? www.familylawyermagazine.com/articles/what-is-an-opening-statement.

Preparing for Deposition: The Client’s Perspective
By Kevin Karlson
This article is focused primarily on helping clients to prepare for their own deposition and to manage their expectations. www.familylawyermagazine.com/articles/ preparing-for-deposition-the-clients-perspective.

How to Draft a Persuasive Closing Argument in Five Easy Steps
By Kimberly A. Quach
Lawyers dream of drafting a beautifully crafted, compelling closing argument. This article is designed to help with such task in five easy steps. www.familylawyermagazine.com/articles/how-to-draft-a-persuasive-closing-argument-in-five-easy-steps.

Onisko & Scholz, LLP
Certified Public Accountants
Forensic Accountants

Helping attorneys understand family law financial matters

Onisko & Scholz, LLP Certified Public Accountants is a boutique CPA firm based in Long Beach, CA. We are forensic accountants, and perform accountings, litigation support and expert testimony.

- Income Available for Support
- Undisclosed Income
- Cash Business Analysis
- Business Valuation
- Hidden assets
- Asset Division

We serve California and Nevada.
We are dedicated to providing excellent service to our clients.

If you require a forensic accountant that goes above and beyond, please contact us:
(562)420-3100 | www.oniskoscholz.com

Onisko & Scholz, LLP
Certified Public Accountants
5000 E Spring St., Suite 200, Long Beach, CA, 90815
Without exception, our clients want to move on with their lives as quickly as possible after they complete the financial negotiations of their divorce. Moving on includes taking control of their own finances. We regularly engage with clients to complete these items and there is one simple (to us) but infuriating (to clients) road-block that almost all face: changing or naming beneficiaries in the event of the client’s death. The first steps should include opening new retirement accounts; in most cases, this will be an IRA. New account paperwork for an IRA contains a section for designation of beneficiary: the party who would inherit the account funds in the event of the account owner’s death. While married, most people want their spouse to inherit the funds in their retirement accounts; after divorce, however, they will often want to name their children or siblings as beneficiaries.

Not so fast, though. If you live in a community property or marital property state, your client will need to obtain a signed consent from their current spouse to name someone else as beneficiary. In fact, most financial institutions require a spousal consent for a non-spouse beneficiary designation regardless of where the IRA owner resides. Depending on a number of factors — including the divorce agreement — retirement savings accounts such as IRAs and 401Ks may require your client’s former spouse to remain the beneficiary even after they have reached agreements around the division of assets.

Planning Consideration: Timing

Many people will negotiate the date on which they will take status as single individuals for tax or other purposes. Waiting until January 1st of the year following the separation may be mandated by state-instituted waiting periods, income tax planning, insurance eligibility, or any number of other practical financial considerations. This complication provides a perfect example of an unintended consequence of negotiations: if a specific status date is negotiated into an agreement, it may have unintended consequences on a client’s financial future.

Here’s an example. The final divorce agreement for our client, Jane Smith, was filed with the court on June 30, 2012. Part of her agreement with her ex-husband, John, says they will take status as single individuals on January 1, 2013. This was done because the couple’s tax preparer advised them that they could save $2,000 in federal taxes by filing their tax return married jointly for the current year (2012).

From the federal government’s perspective, the couple remains married for the whole year — even though they have completed their financial settlement.

The agreement awards 50% (~$600,000) of John’s 401K account to Jane via a Qualified Domestic Relations Order (QDRO). In order to receive the funds, we are opening a Roll-over IRA account in advance of the QDRO in Jane’s name. This way, we can tell the 401K plan administrator exactly where the funds should go. Remember that state law, federal law, or custodian policy requires an individual name their spouse as beneficiary of retirement funds, and our client is not yet officially divorced. As CDFA™ professionals experienced in the intricacies of account transition, we...
will inform Jane that she has three options to remedy the situation and at least one to make it worse:

1. Obtain the former spouse’s signature on a Spousal Consent for the new account paperwork. John must effectively agree to allow Jane to name her children as the beneficiary of the funds she was just awarded in the divorce.
   a. Client Quote: “You mean I just spent 18 months and $50,000 fighting over this money and I still need his permission to do what I want with my money?”
   b. Practical Consideration: What if the relationship has deteriorated to the point where John refuses to agree to the change in beneficiary? It may cost thousands of dollars in attorney fees to force her to do so.
   c. Practical Consideration: What if Jane doesn’t want John to know who her financial advisor will be post-divorce?

2. Name the former spouse as beneficiary temporarily. In really bad circumstances, when a couple no longer communicates at all, it may be advisable to simply name the former spouse as beneficiary with the intent of modifying this as soon as the judgment is final.

3. Delay the transfer of funds. QDROs take time: the QDRO cannot be carried out until the final judgment is signed by a judge in most circumstances, and it is rare to see a QDRO completed in close proximity to a judgment of dissolution.

4. Ignore the problem. We certainly would not recommend this option.

The complications of such simple things as paperwork, as evidenced above, can have prolonged and lasting effects on your clients’ lives when the power-struggle continues after the financial agreements are reached.

More Related Articles
Read the practical considerations for options 2, 3 and 4 and the full article @ www.familylawyermagazine.com/articles/a-look-at-common-post-divorce-financial-pitfalls.

Retirement Plan: Avoid Early Withdrawal Penalty
By Noah Rosenfarb

Child Support and Security
By Rick Johnson
Use QDRO to provide for the collection or security of child support. www.familylawyermagazine.com/articles/child-support-and-security-interests.
If there is insufficient cash for immediate offset, does a QDRO have to award 50% of the marital portion to the non-employee spouse?

Mark K. Altschuler, actuary, and President of Pension Analysis Consultants, Inc. (PAC) serving all 50 states from offices in PA and FL answers:

If there are other marital assets in addition to the pension, counsel for the employee spouse should consider the fact that giving the non-employee spouse 50% may be too much. An offset calculation can be used to determine the cash owed to the non-employee spouse, after the pension is valued. If the liquid assets are sufficient, the equitable distribution can be settled by immediate offset. If not, the QDRO percentage is determined by dividing the cash owed the non-employee spouse by the marital value of the pension. For example, suppose the non-employee spouse is owed $80,000, the marital present value of the pension is $250,000, and the employee spouse has insufficient cash for immediate offset. Under the QDRO, the non-employee spouse will receive $80,000/$250,000, or 32% of the marital portion, which is significantly less than 50%.

Can a QDRO be prepared before a divorce is finalized?

Richard D. Johnston, Jr. operates QDRO Services, LLC in The Woodlands, Texas and assists attorneys and their clients with the division of retirement benefits and QDRO solutions. He answers:

In many cases, we are engaged to prepare a QDRO after the divorce has been finalized. However, this can result in costly delays (both emotional and financial), and in extreme cases loss of benefits. We encourage attorneys to prepare or have the QDRO(s) prepared once a settlement has been reached, so that the document(s) can be signed and entered with the Divorce Decree or Settlement Agreement. It is generally much easier to get the participant’s signature on the QDRO and the Divorce Decree at the same time. After the Divorce Decree or Settlement Agreement has been finalized, many participants can be difficult to locate.

If the Divorce Decree is finalized without the completion of a QDRO, and the participant dies before a QDRO can be entered and accepted, an alternate payee’s awarded benefit may be forfeited or at the very least require further action to determine whether the alternate payee may receive his/her benefit.

How Do I Know if the Judgement Drafted Sufficiently Protects My Client’s Rights to the Ex-Spouses’s Pension Benefits?

QDRO Counsel Inc., a professional law corporation, which focuses on providing QDROs for the division of retirement benefits throughout the United States, the principal attorney, Louise Nixon, answers:

The family law attorney’s first goal when drafting judgment language dividing a pension is to create a “domestic relations order” sufficient to place a hold on that pension benefit until a qualified domestic relations order is served on the pension that complies with ERISA for a private plan, or until a domestic relations order is served on the pension that meets the criteria for implementation for a public plan. (Both public and private domestic relations orders are collectively referred to as “QDROs” in this article). And the family law attorney’s second goal is to protect survivorship rights for the nonparticipant spouse in the event the participant dies before a QDRO is completed.

Some very general sample judgment language dividing 2 retirement plans is as follows:
“Wife is awarded a separate marital property interest equal to one-half of all benefits accrued or to be accrued under any retirement plan in which Husband has accrued a benefit as a result of Husband’s employment during the marriage, including but not limited to the following retirement or pension plans:

• ABC, INC. DEFINED BENEFIT PLAN
• ABC, INC. DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PLAN

Until a subsequent domestic relations order is filed, in the event Husband predeceases Wife, the Plans shall, as allowed by law and the terms of the Plans, continue to treat the parties as married for purposes of survivor rights or benefits available under the Plans to the extent necessary for payment of an amount equal to Wife’s marital property interest, or for all of the survivor benefit if at the time of death of Husband there is no other eligible recipient of the survivor benefit.”

Then after the judgment is filed, serve it on the plan(s)! In most cases, your client will then be protected for a while until a QDRO is filed.

My client was awarded 50% of the marital portion of her ex-husband’s 401(k), but why does the plan administrator keep rejecting the QDRO?

Tim Voit, a financial analyst, founder of Voit Econometrics Groups Inc. and author of Federal Retirement Plans in Divorce — Strategies and Issues, and Retirement Benefits & QDROs in Divorce, answers:

This is because very few 401k administrators will compute contributions and earnings between two points in time (e.g. date of marriage to date of divorce). Unfortunately, there is no magic key on the computer for a plan administrator to press and compute marital values of 401(k)s or Thrift Savings Plans.

Plans change record keepers, and companies change plan administrators;

At QDRO SERVICES our staff has been putting our expertise to work for our clients and maximizing their benefits since 1996.

We work with family law practitioners with the division of retirement benefits and a QDRO solution. Whether it’s in mediation, after the Decree of Divorce is finalized, or anytime in between, our specialists put their years of experience with numerous domestic relations matters to work for you.

**OUR PROCESS IS SIMPLE AND PROVEN**

We provide you with information that will inform you of all your options.
We specialize in preparing, on a Nationwide level, Qualified Domestic Relations Orders (“QDRO’S”), Military Retirement Orders, Domestic Relations Orders as well as any other Order or Document required to divide retirement as part of a divorce.

Contact Dr. Robert Hetsler to have your first draft completed in 3 Business days
(904) 564-1000 | robert@qdronow.com | www.qdronow.com

QDROs • Pension Valuations • Financial Analysis
Trust The Experts Divorce Lawyers Use

Expert Services in State and Federal Courts
Divorce attorneys turn to our company for QDRO preparation and pension valuations because we are light years ahead of our competition when it comes to our education, experience and reputation.

Federal Retirement Plans in Divorce: Strategies & Issues

You can purchase the ultimate handbook on federal pensions in divorce by visiting www.vecon.com.

Therefore, in long-term marriages it is difficult to get any cooperation from the plan. All too often we see settlement agreements stating that one spouse is awarded 50% of the marital portion of the other spouse’s 401k. The divorce is over and the spouse is left with trying to find someone or some way to compute the marital portion, or worse, getting the plan administrator to accept some form of QDRO.

Calculations would have to be done independently using all of the quarterly account statements if possible, where contributions and earnings are tracked with a proportionate share of the earnings being assigned to either the marital or premarital estate. It can be a long, time-consuming calculation, especially if there are loans involved. To be accurate, a thorough analysis is the best approach, and often beneficial to the plan participant since the premarital portion is often more valuable than most people would think, but it costs money to have it done.

Another option is to subtract the date of marriage account balance from the current account balance, but this assumes no growth in the premarital portion. Regardless, the date of marriage account balance must be known and provided. Also loans should be addressed, which is another interesting issue since if loans are taken from the 401(k) or TSP early on in the marriage, the marital portion is actually in the red (as it borrowed from the premarital estate). Coverture fractions do not work since the contributions and earnings have nothing to do with years of marriage, or of service, and should be avoided.

Rather than having the non-401(k) spouse hassle with trying to get a QDRO awarding 50% of the “marital” portion, place the burden on the plan participant spouse to have the premarital portion calculated and excluded. If they do not, perhaps by a certain date, deem it all marital. Sometimes you have to light a fire so the plan participant spouse has incentive to cooperate. After all, isn’t the goal of awarding half of the marital portion to exclude the premarital portion? Don’t just put in a settlement agreement or final judgment that the one spouse is awarded 50% of the marital portion without specifying who is to do the calculations, or how it is to be done.

Lastly, if there are loans on the 401(k) existing, emphasize just how much of the loan(s) the spouse is responsible for, and whether their awarded share is to be adjusted or reduced. This point is often missed.

QDRO Basics: What Family Lawyers Should Consider while Negotiating the Divorce?

Robert G. Hetsler, J.D., CPA, CVA, CFF, FCPA is a financial specialist in the division of retirement and pension accounts with Hetsler Mediation & Valuation, Inc., a Forensic & Investigative Accounting Firm. He answers:

1. What is the name of the plan?
   Have your clients shown you
1. documentation and included the actual plan name and type of plan in the document? The financial institution where the plan is held is not the name of the plan.

2. Does the plan accept an order to divide the assets, and if so, does it accept a QDRO? This is the most frequent problem with pensions. Many governmental plans are NOT subject to QDROs, and you need to research what division is possible. If a QDRO is not accepted the divorce may need to order the participant to pay the ex-spouse directly. Is that a scenario the clients are comfortable with or is there a better division of assets that can be made?

3. Can the client take a lump sum distribution? Many times clients come to us to write a QDRO thinking they will be getting a lump sum distribution immediately, only to find out that they must wait until their ex-spouse retires, and then only get a monthly payment until such time as he dies. They are often very angry when they realize this, and would have preferred different arrangements in the negotiation. In order to represent their interests, you must know what the plan allows.

4. Define the details. Put it all in writing. Should interest accrue on the account from the time of divorce until the account is separated? Should loans be included? Who should pay for the QDRO? Separate vs shared interest in pension funds? Survivor Benefits (again make sure you know what the plan allows)?

5. Clearly state the amount or percentage. The plan will not calculate this for you. $50,000 less 33% of his bonus for the next 6 years is not reasonable. The plan will reject the QDRO and leave your clients in a bind. If a percentage is used, clearly state how that percentage is to be calculated.

6. Do not include conditions. The plan will not be your monitoring service. Do not include things like if they are not remarried, or if they do not make over $XX,000 per year. Again, the plan will not accept the QDRO.

More Related Articles

Keys to Successful QDRO Drafting for Family Lawyers
By Gale S. Finley
Learn the basics of retirement plans, and defined benefit plans. www.familylawyermagazine.com/articles/keys-to-successful-qdro-drafting-for-family-lawyers.

Disability Issue & the Distribution of Military Retirement Benefits
By Mark K. Altschuler
A former spouse can be protected from reduction in his/her share of the marital portion due to the member receiving disability. www.familylawyermagazine.com/articles/the-disability-issue-in-the-distribution-of-military-retirement-benefits.


Some Articles for Family Lawyers’ Clients to Read

What you should know about QDROs
By The Institute for Certified Divorce Financial Analysts
Top four mistakes people make when it comes to QDROs: www.divorcemag.com/articles/Financial_Planning/qdros.html.

Life after divorce
By Diana Shepherd
A guide to some of the matters to handle post-divorce, including pension plans: www.divorcemag.com/articles/Divorce_Recovery/life_after_divorce.html.

More articles on financial planning for your clients @ www.divorcemag.com/articles/Financial_Planning.
I am on the website committee for a lawyer organization that I belong to, and this organization is redesigning its website. Prominently displayed up in the right hand corner of the new design were the one-click buttons for Google+, LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter. All the committee members liked how the buttons looked. However, things got a bit complicated once the question was asked: “Who is going to post the content to the social media pages?”

“Post content? What do you mean? I thought stuff just appeared about us when we put the buttons on our website?” It became very clear that no one on the committee had the foggiest idea what LinkedIn or Facebook or Twitter did. Another very good question asked was: “Why do we need a Google+ page if we already have a website?”

Here is what you need to know my friends: Goggle+ pages, and LinkedIn accounts, and Facebook pages and Twitter accounts are blank billboards. If you want your message to get out, you have to write your message. Then post it on your social media page. Then you have to create and post a new message. And another one. And so on, and so on.

You want a Facebook page or a Google+ page in addition to a website to get your message out to a broader audience. Just like you might have a billboard downtown, one in the suburbs, and an ad in the phone book. A website and a social media site increase your exposure to search engines, and act as cross-pollinators for your internet presence. People viewing your website click over to your LinkedIn page, and people viewing your LinkedIn page then click over to your website, etc., etc.

Let’s look at an example. I write a tech blog. Each post gets posted on my blog. A summary of the post, along with the picture are simultaneously posted to my Google+, Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn pages. The people who are subscribers to my blog automatically receive a copy of the post in their email inbox. When someone does a Google search of, for example, “social media for lawyers,” Google could very well post a link to my blog post. A few days later I will generate a report to see how many people have read my post. It will probably be about 150 to 200 people. That means 200 people will read the name John Harding and the name Harding & Associates Family Law. 200 people will have the opportunity to click on the link to my website that appears at the bottom of my post. Guess what? About 75 to 100 people actually will click on that link to my website. That’s pretty good! But it took some effort on my part. I had to come up with an idea to write about, and then I had to spend about 15 minutes doing the writing. Not a lot of time, but I did have to make the effort. And that is the key to social media. You get out of it what you put into it.

John E. Harding, JD, CFLS is the principal lawyer at Harding & Associates, in California. He is a Fellow of the AAML and is certified as a Certified Family Law Specialist by The State Bar of California Board of Legal Specialization. He is the publisher of the Family Law Lawyer Tech and Practice Blog, from which this article was excerpted. Read the entire post at www.familylawyertech.blogspot.ca/2012/09/social-media-aint-easy.html. His firm’s website is www.HardingLaw.com.
Attract clients and search engines with a better website
Not all websites are equal in their ability to attract the right kind of clients and referrals. Nor are they all search engine friendly.

We only build websites for family lawyers and divorce professionals
We create effective and resourceful websites that enhance your credibility and image. To ensure visitors will return to your site, we will enrich it with our top-notch divorce articles, nine Divorce Guides and a monthly divorce eNewsletter.

Fixed fee pricing — with no surprises
If you are paying hundreds of dollars a month for your website, it’s time to give us a call. We’ve saved our clients thousands of dollars a year, every year.

Read how our clients rave about us
“I recently switched to Divorce Marketing Group to host and revise my website from a well-known legal website designer and host, and the difference is dazzling. Not only is it costing me much less for my website than before, in a very short time the cost of paying for the new and better design and set up will end and I will be left with a great website and a lower overhead. Great folks at Divorce Marketing Group. Great job.”

Sandra Rosenbloom, Collaborative Attorney and Mediator, RosenbloomLaw.com

“Thank you for all of your help with regard to the design of our logo and website. Almost every day a potential new client, or opposing counsel comment on the professional look and the clear message delivered by our website, and our new logo. I like how you provide us with all the content of our firm’s divorce newsletter… Working with you and your staff has been a dream…”

Steven Mindel, Managing Partner, FMBK, FMBKLaw.com
I recently read an article about how a series of changes, most of them slow and over the course of 15 years, brought some of the newspaper industry’s players to their knees. But the article was also about how the industry and these players could have avoided its current predicament, or at least minimized it, by adapting and being more proactive.

Family law firms are experiencing similar challenges. Some are losing clients because:

1. The internet has dramatically increased the public’s access to information on legal issues, resulting in more do-it-yourself divorces.
2. There is increased competition for business and the Internet has had a significant impact on how and why a family lawyer is found and hired.
3. Less people are divorcing. In fact, about 25% less over the past 30 years.
4. More lawyers who did very little family law are taking on such cases to offset business lost in other practice areas due to the economic downturn.

I have been helping family lawyers market their services for over 16 years and have noticed that for the most part they have been reactive rather than proactive to these changes. This is particularly true of more established law firms that have traditionally relied heavily on referrals for their business. In fact, it is these firms who stand to lose business, one client at a time, to new lawyers and law firms who are aware of the need to market their practice, and who take advantage of what technology has to offer.

Are Family Law Firms Adjusting to Change?

In the past three months I have visited over 60 well-established family lawyers in various states including New Mexico, Missouri, Oklahoma, Indianapolis, Ohio, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and South Carolina. I also attended the American Bar Association Family Law Section October meeting in Philadelphia, where I spoke with over 30 family lawyers from across the country. Almost without exception, all of these lawyers expressed how their family law practice has changed. They conveyed how:

- Business is not as robust as it has been, compared to just a few years ago.
- It has become more of a challenge to secure good, quality clients.
- Increasingly, the opposing counsels are lawyers they have never dealt with before, and they wonder
Like most family lawyers, we believe divorcing people can make intelligent choices if they were given the correct information to help them understand their options. At Financial Divorce Plan, financial literacy is our passion.

Supporting Attorneys to Negotiate/Argue Your Case Successfully
With our financial expertise and litigation support, you can be freed up to better focus on advocating for your clients:

• You will have clear and precise financial documents without having to deal with the often complex and tedious calculations
• We provide budget preparation and data collection services, tax and financial advice to help ensure your clients have realistic expectations regarding their divorce settlement.

Financial Divorce Plan, LLC
Loretta Hutchinson, CDFA™, NCC
loretta@financialdivorceplan.com
www.FinancialDivorcePlan.com

I once did tell Dan (many years ago) “Why would anyone want to advertise on the Internet?” And I have eaten those words as many meals.

• how these lawyers managed to get the case.
• Tried and true referral sources are no longer as dependable.

The very fortunate few who found themselves still as busy also acknowledged they were not turning away the quantity of clients they once did.

Do any of these comments ring true for your practice?

When asked what they were doing to adapt to these changes, most shrugged their shoulders and said they had done little to nothing, and expected things would “get back to normal” when the economy picked up. A very small percentage said they were revamping their websites, connecting more frequently with their referral sources, getting more active on LinkedIn.com, and creating or expanding their Facebook presence. Essentially, embracing technology to make them more effective and help them stay connected with their clients.

Law Practices Growing through the Economic Downturn
Surely the slower economy over the past few years would explain why business has not been as good, right? Well, not necessarily. Among the clients of our marketing agency, we have seen examples of growth that would make a lot of family law firms envious. One client has grown from one lawyer to 15 in less than four years. Another has grown from three to six lawyers, and another from 12 to 16 lawyers. There are also countless examples of family lawyers striking out on their own after working for other law firms.

Through the years, we have built websites for law firms, promoted their websites through search engines, social media and pay per click campaigns, advised and redirected their advertising budget from the printed Yellow Pages to advertising on targeted websites. We have also shown them how to generate leads and stay in touch with their referral sources in a systematic manner. It has not been an easy task, but they almost always pay off for our clients. Just this week, a client said this to our V.P. of Marketing: I once did tell Dan (many years ago) “Why would anyone want to advertise on the Internet?” And I have eaten those words as many meals.

Those family lawyers who are embracing change and asking questions like, “What do I need to do to prepare my law firm for the future?” will likely thrive and take business away from the family law firms who are not adapting. Those lawyers who said to me they will “Wait it out” or “Get around to doing a more effective job of marketing their firm when they have the time and money to do so” will continue to blame the economy for the slowing down of their business. And it will likely get worse.

An Example of Embracing Technology and Marketing

Yesterday a family lawyer contacted our firm for help with marketing her new practice. She is leaving a prominent family law firm to “go out on her own”. She mentioned that her current firm had “no interest in marketing” and how crazy that approach was in this day and age. She did not need to be convinced of the value of marketing, or why, and instead was asking how to best market herself. She contacted our agency after reading an article we wrote on marketing in Family Lawyer Magazine. Within one day of contacting us, she retained our agency to:
• Promote her services — in Divorce Magazine, Family Lawyer Magazine, on DivorceMagazine.com and on FamilyLawyerMagazine.com.

• Build her new practice a website — better than her current employer’s ignored five-year-old site.

• Provide relevant content for her website — so it can be a meaningful resource for prospective clients. This includes writing the text for her site, including our monthly divorce newsletter and our Divorce Guides, because she understands how this information will benefit her clients and help her stand out while being aware she does not have the time nor the expertise to create this invaluable content.

• Prepare and email her monthly newsletter — to professional referral sources and clients.

• Increase her online presence using social media — this includes creating her Google+ and Facebook page, updating her LinkedIn page, and showing her how to fully utilize all three.

• Set her up as an expert guest blogger — on our divorce-related blog, www.BlogsOnDivorce.com, to enhance her reputation.

This is what one young, single practitioner is doing to take advantage of technology and to market a family law practice she has yet to name.

What about you? When you meet her, or somebody like her, as your opposing counsel you shouldn’t need to wonder how she got the case. You’d know they did it by embracing technology and marketing to build their practice, one client at a time.

Dan Couvrette is the CEO of Divorce Marketing Group and Publisher of Family Lawyer Magazine and Divorce Magazine. Divorce Marketing Group is a marketing agency dedicated to promoting family lawyers and divorce professionals. His firm’s website is www.DivorceMarketingGroup.com.

More Related Articles on Marketing and Technology

5 Ways to Stand Out From Your Competitors
By Dan Couvrette
Listen to or read the transcript of this teleseminar: www.divorcemarketinggroup.com/5-ways-to-stand-out-from-your-competitors.html.

12 Common Mistakes Family Law Firms Make on their Websites
By Martha Chan
There is no need to repeat these mistakes. Just learn from them. www.familylawyermagazine.com/articles/12-common-mistakes-family-law-firms-make-on-their-website.

Going to Court with Less Paper
By John E. Harding

Divorce Magazine (Digital Edition)
Coming to Your State in January 2013

After 16 years of publishing Divorce Magazine in the print-ed format, we are excited to announce that we will have a digital Divorce Magazine for every state and province come January 2013.

• Same quality content that divorcing people have enjoyed to date
• Plus the ability to view videos, link to websites, connect by email to all advertisers
• Ability to email the magazine to their friends

Advertise in Divorce Magazine’s digital edition
This is the opportunity for you to reach prospective clients you have never reached before in your local area.

www.DivorceMagazine.com
Dan Couvrette (866) 803-6667 x 124 DanC@DivorceMag.com
The Uniform Deployed Parent Custody & Visitation Act

By Mark E. Sullivan, Family Lawyer

The Uniform Deployed Parent Custody and Visitation Act is a vast step forward in providing standard steps, rights and procedure to use when a military parent leaves on unaccompanied military business. States should give serious consideration to its passage.

With widespread military forces around the world, America’s military places unique challenges before the men and women in uniform who make up the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps and Coast Guard. A high operational tempo means stress at home and less time for families. As a result, divorce rates in the uniformed services are higher than the general population.

Mobilizations, TDY (temporary duty), deployments and remote assignments can take their toll on the judges who handle custody cases, as well as the parents who are parties to the lawsuit. It often appears there are no clear rules to guide them when a family separation arises and there is a dispute over the care of children. The single biggest area of change in family law in the last ten years has been the movement among states to enact legislation protecting the rights of servicemembers (SMs) and their children in custody and visitation matters.

What about the SCRA?

Some lawyers and legislators cannot understand why any change is needed. Why isn’t the status quo sufficient protection? After all, they claim, there’s always the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act, and surely that provides enough protections for members of the armed forces.

The SCRA only provides procedural protections for the SM. Nothing in the Act gives any substantive rights regarding parental access, joint decision-making, notice of relocation, visitation or primary custody of the children. This federal law was never intended to prescribe rules for legal custody and visitation decisions. It was created to prevent harm to SMs, not to create rights for them irrespective of state cases and codes. The issue of custody and visitation rules and rights for military members is solely the province of state law and appellate decisions, not the U.S. Code.

The Uniform Law Commission

The Uniform Law Commission is an assembly of about 350 commissioners that are appointed by the states to draft legislation. About two years ago, a committee of the ULC began meeting to address a mounting problem in a mobile military population — the provisions for custody, visitation and decision-making when one parent is absent due to military duties. The issues with which judges, lawyers and parents have struggled include substitute visitation by step-parents and grandparents during deployment, consideration of military service as a factor in custody determinations, and whether a temporary custody order can or should be made permanent when a parent comes back from a military absence, such as a deployment.

In July, 2012 the ULC met in Nashville and passed the newest tool for dealing with deployment and custody, adopting the latest in a series of “uniform laws” which serve as models for state legislation. This act, the Uniform Deployed Parents Custody and Visitation Act, may be found here. The UDPCVA adopts the best provisions found in the state court decisions and state statutes, fine-tunes them, and bundles them into a single act.
The rest of this article briefly explains what the Act does, and what protections it provides in the complex world of military custody and visitation.

The UDPCVA

The first Article covers definitions, such as “deploying parent,” “family member” and “uniformed service.” It also covers enforcement, attorney fees and a requirement that the residence of a parent not be changed by reason of deployment. Parents are required to provide notice of impending deployment and of address changes during a deployment. A court may not consider a parent’s past deployment or possible future deployment — by itself — in deciding the best interest of the child. The court may, however, consider material effects on the child’s best interest associated with past or future deployments.

Articles 2 and 3 deal with matters that come up upon notice of deployment and during the actual absence, depending on whether the case is resolved by settlement or litigation. The Act encourages parents who wish to settle visitation and custody issues. Where there is a negotiated settlement, Article 2 sets out the substantive terms and procedural protections which cover the agreement. When parents cannot agree, Article 3 states provisions for a court’s resolution of the issues of custody and visitation.

Article 4 governs the return from deployment. This includes termination of the temporary custody arrangement following the SM’s return, with one set of procedures for mutual agreement to end a temporary custody settlement, another for mutual agreement to terminate a court order for temporary custody, and a third to deal with the situation where a court’s intervention is required.

The final part is Article 5. This contains the effective date provision and a transition provision regarding prior orders for temporary custody entered before the effective date of the Act.

Conclusion

The Uniform Deployed Parent Custody and Visitation Act is a vast step forward in providing standard steps, rights and procedure to use when a military parent leaves on unaccompanied military business. These absences are never easy for single parents in uniform. The Act is a step in the right direction to protect those who protect our freedoms, and states should give serious consideration to passage of this model act.

Mark E. Sullivan, a retired Army Reserve colonel, practices family law in Raleigh, NC and is the author of The Military Divorce Handbook (ABA., 2nd Ed. 2011), from which portions of this article are adapted. He is a Fellow of the AAML and a board-certified specialist in family law. He works with attorneys nationwide as a consultant on military divorce issues. www.ncfamilylaw.com

Expert Witness on Educational & School Issues

Do you have cases where the parents are at odds over where their child should live or be educated?

Dr. Judith Greenberg is qualified by several states to testify on education and custody valuation in family law, divorce and custody cases where a child’s current or future education needs are an issue. She is familiar with school systems nationwide and can help determine the best school system for your client’s child.

(301) 230-9010
schoolfind@aol.com
School Finders, LLC
www.schoolfinders.net

Remove the “he said/she said” with the OurFamilyWizard® website.

Proven Results

• Organize family information, schedules, expenses and more.
• Help parents collaborate for the best interests of the child.
• Safe, secure and easy to use.
• Create accountability.

Go Mobile!

with the OFW® app for iPhone® and Android®

Learn more at www.OurFamilyWizard.com
The distinction between personal and enterprise goodwill is becoming an increasingly important aspect of business valuation. This is primarily true in conjunction with marital dissolution disputes, where an increasing number of states are requiring a separation of personal versus enterprise goodwill, and excluding personal goodwill from the marital estate. The distinction can sometimes be a factor in corporate taxation, where the source of proceeds from a liquidation can be considered personal goodwill and therefore not subject to taxation.

Enterprise Goodwill Characteristics

Enterprise goodwill is that part of goodwill attributable to the entity as opposed to the individual. The following characteristics would be indicative of enterprise goodwill:

- Company has written contracts with major customers
- Company has written contracts with major suppliers
- Company has written employment and/or noncompete agreements with key employees
- Advantageous location
- Large business with formalized organizational structure, systems, and controls
- Company has formalized production methods and business systems
- Business or practice is not heavily dependent on personal service performed by the owner(s)
- Company sales result from company name recognition and/or sales force

Personal Goodwill Characteristics

Personal goodwill is that part of goodwill attributable to the individual as opposed to the entity. The following characteristics would be indicative of personal goodwill:

- Small entrepreneurial business that are highly dependent on owner’s personal skills and relationships
- No noncompete or employment agreements
- Personal services provided by the owner(s) an important feature in the company’s products or services
- Sales largely dependent on owner’s personal relationship with clients
- Product and/or services know-how and supplier relationships rest primarily with the owner(s)

Two Examples of Divorce Cases

In a large neuropsychiatry practice that the authors valued, the doctor, who owned 100% of the stock, had largely institutionalized the goodwill. The company had a staff of about 60 doctors and therapists, some as employees and some as independent contractors. It had employment and noncompete agreements with all the department heads and key doctors. It also had contracts with all

Helping Attorneys Manage the Financial Details of Complex Cases

Litigation support, objective expert witness services and management of case discovery for Family Law, Business Damages, Wrongful Death and Personal Injury Cases.

Roderick “Rod” C. Moe is a CPA with more than 37 years of experience. He is certified in Financial Forensics and accredited in business valuation services.

“My staff and I are very responsive taking a proactive role in the cases that we work on. We make sure that deadlines are met and that our financial opinions are completed in a timely manner. We hate surprises as much as you do. Let us help you with your cases so that you can focus on the legal issues.”

For more information, or to book an appointment, please contact:

Roderick C. Moe CPA, PA
certified public accountant

(561) 649-5109
Rod@FloridaForensicCPA.com www.FloridaForensicCPA.com
3199 Lake Worth Road, Suite B-3, Lake Worth, Florida
the hospitals it serviced, and most of the doctors had their own patient relationships. The doctor/owner personally saw few patients, but he negotiated the contracts with the hospitals and hired all the key professionals. The court concluded that the goodwill was 70% institutional and 30% personal.

The president of a specialized niche insurance agency had personal relationships with all the underwriters and most of the larger customers. He had developed very loyal relationships with all of the largest producing agents. The agency had no contracts with any customers and no employment or noncompete agreements. In this case, most of the goodwill was found to be personal.

Related Article
This article has been condensed and is reprinted with permission from The Lawyer’s Business Valuation Handbook: Understanding Financial Statements, Appraisal Reports, and Expert Testimony, Second Edition. Read the full article including more case examples: www.familylawymagazine.com/articles/personal-versus-entity-goodwill.

Value Is as Value Does
By Kalman A. Barson
Read the two types of business valuation CPAs can perform here: www.familylawymagazine.com/articles/value-is-as-value-does.
Divorce Marketing Group is the answer to your prayers.

We’re 100% focused on helping Family Lawyers be:

Remembered by your referral sources
Recognized for your expertise
Retained by quality clients
“Underwater Properties” Taxable Income Exemption to Expire December 31, 2012

In 2007, Congress passed the “Mortgage Forgiveness Debt Relief Act and Debt Cancellation” to address the number of principal properties worth less than their mortgage, and promote a more orderly exit strategy for these homeowners through short sales and mortgage modification. With the Act, debt forgiven by a lending institution on “qualified principle residences” is no longer considered taxable income to the seller. If your clients are considering the sale of an “underwater” principal residence, they will need to have the sale completed by December 31, 2012 to potentially qualify for this debt forgiveness exemption.

Read the full article by Loretta Hutchinson, Certified Divorce Financial Analyst: www.familylawyermagazine.com/articles/underwater-properties-taxable-income-exemption.

First Mother to Daughter Uterus Transplant Performed in Sweden

It is no secret that infertility rates have increased, consequently giving rise to the use of third party assisted reproduction like surrogacy. The ever increasing turn to third party reproductive assistance has made gamete donation and surrogacy more common than ever, but now there may be another type of third party reproductive assistance: uterus transplants.

Ten surgeons recently performed a mother to daughter uterus transplant at the University of Gothenburg’s hospital in Sweden. Could this be another way for people to successfully have children and have the joy of expanding their families?


Ex-wife of a Dead Ontario Man got Awarded his Pension

On November 1, 2012, the Ontario Court of Appeal in Canada awarded a deceased man’s pension to his estranged wife. His common-law spouse who lived with him for 12 years until his death was initially awarded the pension by an Ontario Superior Court trial judge. But this decision was reversed in a rare 2-1 split decision by the Ontario Court of Appeal. Read the judges’ comments: www.divorcemag.com/articles/Divorce-Law-and-Court-Cases/ontario-divorce-pension-laws.shtml.

Read an article on this exact topic on page 12.

California’s Surrogacy Laws Most Progressive in the U.S.

In September 2012, California Family Code sec. 7960 was amended and is arguably the most progressive surrogacy statute to date in the United States. Put simply, same sex couples and individuals who seek surrogacy as a way to build their families are going to be afforded the same protections as married heterosexual couples.

December 31, 2012: Last Date to Vote for your Favorite Charity to win a $6,000 Prize

The Charity Funding Challenge initiative was started by Family Lawyer Magazine and Divorce Magazine as our way to support the generous efforts of family lawyers who donate money and their skills to charities. Several non-profit organizations that provide family law related services have been nominated by family lawyers to win a prize donation of $6,000 in cash and marketing services. The deadline to vote is December 31, 2012.

Please follow the link and do not miss the opportunity to participate in this worthy cause. Vote here: www.familylawyermagazine.com/articles/charity-funding-challenge.

IAML Expanding the Scope of its Annual Meetings

Earlier this year, the USA Chapter of the International Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers hosted a two-day symposium for 15 delegates from the Japan Bar Association and Ministry of Foreign Affairs. A panel of lawyers, judges and mental health professionals shared information and practical advice on the handling of legal proceedings under the Hague Convention on International Child Abduction.

There was also a symposium in Singapore where lawyers from Hong Kong, Singapore, Japan, New Zealand, England, Australia and the U.S. discussed the issue of child abduction and international relocation.
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Help Your Clients Gain Financial Control of Their Divorce

We work closely with matrimonial attorneys during the divorce process to review the proposed asset division and assist clients with their post-divorce financial strategies.

Jo Ann Thibault, CDFA™
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Paul Capuzziello is a Financial Advisor and Certified Divorce Financial Analyst with 22 years of experience helping people to make educated and informed decisions on the complex financial issues that they face during a divorce.

Capuzziello, Larson & Associates
2364 Diamond Hill Rd, Cumberland, RI 02864
A financial advisory practice of Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc.
www.paultcapuzziello.com

Jo Ann Thibault is a Registered Representative and Investment Adviser Representative of Equity Services, Inc., Securities and investment advisory services are offered solely by Equity Services, Inc., Member FINRA/SIPC. 354 Mountain View Drive, Suite 200, Colchester, VT 05446. Tel: (802)864-6819. TC/0916(1012)
Manage Your Time Better
by Selecting Clients Wisely

By Mark Powers & Shawn McNalis, Coaches for Attorneys

The traits that make a good attorney don’t always make a good businessperson. The lawyer who is not buoyed by the natural sense of optimism which supports and sustains most other professionals lives in constant fear that their practice may not survive. Driven by this sense of impending doom, and underscored by the lack of true business training attorneys receive, they tend to make poor business decisions.

Among the worst is their failure to effectively screen new clients. Unfortunately, practicing “threshold law” (working with anyone who crosses your threshold) often feels like the right thing to do but invariably leads to further distress because of the many problematic (non-paying and uncooperative) clients who get in the door. If you want to effectively manage your time, start with the cases you accept.

Take a look at the following checklist of symptoms signaling an overload of problematic clients:

• High outstanding receivables
• Clients leave prematurely or often threaten to seek the services of another attorney
• Clients often fail to show for scheduled appointments
• Clients often fail to bring requested documents or to follow directions
• Staff feel abused by clients who misdirect their anger and scream at them or act unreasonably
• Experience of a constant sense of crisis and tension that is attributable to specific clients and/or specific opposing counsel
• Staff and attorneys dread going to work and dealing with certain clients
• Staff and attorneys often feel they can’t meet the high expectations of some clients
• Staff and attorneys who never hear “thank you” or any acknowledgement for their efforts — even when major victories occur for certain clients

If you checked off more than one of these symptoms, it’s time to take control of the situation you may have unwittingly created by not screening for clients who will pay you, cooperate with you and appreciate your efforts. You owe it to yourself, your team and your firm’s bottom line to raise your standards.

We maintain that the quality of your practice is determined largely by the quality of your clients. Carefully selecting the clients you work with not only helps protect you against malpractice problems, it has the added benefit of saving you a lot of time, improving office morale, minimizing collections problems and restoring peace in an otherwise crisis-driven practice. Believe it or not, to better manage your time, develop your client selection skills. The impact on your peace of mind will be significant.
Time for You

You have probably noticed that if you wait to take care of yourself in time left over after handling all other responsibilities, you are often the loser. This is why it is crucial that you set time aside in your calendar just for you, and that you guard it jealously.

What’s wrong with setting 3–5 p.m. Saturday for a long stint in the garden, or 9–11 p.m. on Monday evening to read? Start with a two-hour block of time for yourself each week and gradually increase it over time until you are feeling in better balance.

The way you manage time is often based on habit. But habits that were once helpful can get in your way. Changing your old behavior patterns can help you manage time more effectively.

The Only Person that Can Manage You is You

Follow these seven steps to launching a new behavior and watch the transformation:
1. Identify the new behavior
2. Think about ways to practice the new behavior with gusto
3. Publicly announce the new behavior for a strong beginning
4. Do the new behavior every day for 21 days consecutively
5. Post signs to help remind you of the new habit
6. Be willing to feel slightly uncomfortable until the new behavior takes hold
7. Change the environment to reinforce the new behavior

Be diligent, at least in the first three weeks. Try not to deviate from your new behavior until it is firmly rooted. When a crisis hits, you are likely to swing into action automatically, reacting in the old ways you know best. Once in a crisis, your attention is on the immediate problem, not on your new routine. You may lapse into the old automatic behavior. If you do find yourself slipping, simply go back to the new behavior and start the 21 cycle again.

Be aware of the things that trigger or cue your habitual behavior. Most behavior is a response to stimulus, such as getting hungry at the sight of delicious food. Recognize what triggers the behaviors you want to change. Once you have the trigger event identified, you have three ways to approach habit change — change the trigger event, change your response to the trigger event, or change both.

Odette Pollar is a speaker, author, and consultant. She is President of the management consulting firm, Smart Ways to Work based in Oakland, CA. This excerpt has been condensed and reprinted with permission from her most recent book: A Life Worth Living: How to Regain Balance and Simplify Your Daily Life.

www.smartwaystowork.com
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**Business Coaches**

**ATTICUS**

Mark Powers, President
mark@atticusonline.com
www.atticusonline.com
(888) 644-0022
345 South Highland Street
Mt. Dora, FL 32757

For over 20 years we have been helping attorneys who want to proactively learn how to modify their practices to better serve their lives and their clients.

**Continuing Legal Education**

**AICPA®**

American Institute of CPAs
service@aicpa.org
www.cpa2biz.com/familylaw
(888) 777-7077
1211 Avenue of the Americas, 19th floor
New York City, NY 10036

American Institute of CPAs Family Law Conference — This cutting-edge conference focuses on key tax, valuation, and financial issues currently impacting your clients. May 8-10, 2013.

Houston Family Law Trial Institute at South Texas College of Law
cle@stcl.edu
www.familylawtrialinstitute.com
(800) 646-1253
1303 San Jacinto, Houston, TX 77002

**Expert Witness**

School Finders, LLC
Dr. Judith Greenberg
schoolfind@aol.com
www.schoolfinders.net
(301) 230-9010
198 Halpine Road, Suite 1411
Rockville, MD 20852

Dr. Judith Greenberg offers expert witness testimony & consults for family law/divorce/custody cases in which a child’s education or future educational needs are an issue.

**Financial Professionals**

**The Institute for Divorce Financial Analysts**

Brad Crump CDFA™
bradc@institutedfa.com
www.institutedfa.com
(239) 280-2308
2222 Sedwick Drive, Durham, NC 27713

The Institute for Divorce Financial Analysts™ (IDFA™) is the premier national organization dedicated to the certification, education and promotion of the use of financial professionals in the divorce arena.

**Legal Billing/Payment Services**

LawPay
info@lawpay.com
www.lawpay.com
(866) 376-0950
6200 Bridge Point Parkway Building 4 Suite 250, Austin, TX 78730

Trust your transactions to the only payment solution recommended by over 70 bar associations. Correctly safeguard and separate client funds into trust and operating accounts. Plus, attorneys save up to 25% off their credit card processing fees.

**QDRO Specialists/Retirement Plan Valuation Specialists**

Hetsler Mediation & Valuation, Inc.
Robert Hetsler, Jr., J.D., CPA, CVA, FCPA, CFF, CFFA
robert@qdronow.com
www.qdronow.com
(904) 564-1000
10151 Deerwood Park Blvd., Building 200, Suite 250, Jacksonville, FL 32256

At QDRONOW.com we specialize in the preparation of QDRO’s on a Nationwide level. We complete them within three business days and only charge a flat fee of $350.00 for ALL QDROS.

**Pension Analysis Consultants, Inc. (PAC)**

Mark K. Altschuler, President & Actuary
(800) 288-3675
pac1@pensionandqdro.com
www.pensionandqdro.com
P.O. Box 7107, Elkins Park, PA 19027

Credentialed actuary & associates consult on valuing and dividing Federal, State, Municipal, Military, ERISA, 401(k)s, IRAs and more. Pension valuations & QDROS in divorce since 1988.
Since 1994, Louise Nixon’s law practice has focused on QDROs. The firm provides QDRO services throughout the United States by phone, fax, email, mail or in person.

Voit Econometrics Group, Inc.
Tim Voit, President
vecron@comcast.net
(239) 596-7711
2749 Riverview Center Blvd.
Suite 206, Bonita Springs, FL 34134

Authors of Federal Retirement Plans in Divorce — Strategies & Issues: The most comprehensive book on the topic designed to help divorce planners, financial planners, attorneys, and CPAs.

QDRO Services, L.L.C.
Richard Johnston, Jr.
richardj@qdrosvc.com
www.qdrosvc.com
(877) 531-8333
P. O. Box 1569, Spring, TX 77383-1569

Our Family Wizard
Customer Support
(866) 755-9991
info@ourfamilywizard.com
www.ourfamilywizard.com
11275 Aurora Avenue, Urbandale, IA 50322

Parenting Calendar
CoParent.Me a division of Custody Communications Solutions, Inc.
William Breedlove, Founder & CEO
william@coparent.me
www.coparent.me

ARIZONA

Financial Professionals

Equitable Divorce Solutions, LLC
Joyce Pearson CFP, CDFA™
divplan@aol.com
www.equidiv.com
(480) 607-1131
P.O. BOX 26297
Scottsdale, AZ 85255

Assisting you, the attorney, by helping your client gather accurate financial information, understand that information, prepare a budget and cope with the possible financial reality of divorce.

CALIFORNIA

Financial Professionals

All American Real Estate Services
Marc Herman, President
mbh007@att.net
www.aares.net
(818) 360-9891
P.O. Box 280775
Northridge, CA 91328-0775

Marc Herman specializes in the appraisal of real property in Southern California with special emphasis in historical valuations, expert witness testimony and litigation support.

Pacific Wealth Management
Justin Reckers
jreckers@pacwealth.com
www.pacwealth.com
(858) 509-2329
12544 High Bluff Drive
Ste. 440, San Diego, CA 92130

Pacific Wealth Management is an independent investment management, consulting, and financial planning company specializing in asset growth and preservation strategies for high-net worth individuals, corporations and foundations.

Onisko and Scholz, LLP
Lauren Osborne
losborne@oniskoscholz.com
www.oniskoscholz.com
(562) 420-3100 x216
5000 E Street, Suite 200
Long Beach, CA 90815

Family Lawyers

Feinberg & Waller
Marshall Waller
1-800-655-4766
mwaller@electrlaw.com
www.feinbergwaller.com
23501 Park Sorrento, Suite 103
Calabasas, CA 91302

Feinberg & Waller is a results-oriented law firm practicing exclusively in the area of Family Law. The firm’s representative clientele include business executives and high-net worth individuals.

Heath-Newton, LLP
Erik W. Newton
(415) 398-1290
erik@heathnewton.com
www.heathnewton.com
240 Stockton Street, Suite 300
San Francisco, CA 94108

The team at Heath-Newton LLP help establish strong relationships based on trust, competence and excellence.

Law Offices of Donald P. Schweitzer
Donald P. Schweitzer
(626) 683-8113
marta@pasadenalawoffice.com
www.pasadenalawoffice.com
201 South Lake Ave., Ste. 800
Pasadena, CA 91101

The Law Offices of Donald P. Schweitzer understands the multifaceted considerations that divorce and custody litigation requires. They specialize in complex divorce litigation, prenuptial and separation agreements, custody and support matters, and domestic relations issues.

Brandmeyer Gilligan & Dockstader, LLP
Wendy K. Tse, Esq.
(562) 431-2000
info@bgdlawyers.com
www.bgdlawyers.com
One World Trade Center, Suite 2150
Long Beach, CA 90831-2150

Burch & Coulston, L.L.P.
Robert Burch
(949) 502-4400
robert@ocdivorce.net
www.ocdivorce.net
8001 Irvine Center Drive, Suite 1060
Irvine, CA 92618

Feinberg, Mindel, Brandt & Klein LLP
Steve Mindel
(310) 447-8675
smindel@fmblaw.com
www.fmblaw.com
12424 Wilshire Blvd., Ninth Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90025

Thompson Law Office
Sherry Thompson
(760) 245-3220
thompsonfamilylaw@gmail.com
www.thompsonfamilylawsolutions.com
15497 West Sand Street, Ste. 100
Victorville, CA 92392

Financial Professionals

Forensic Accounting Offices of Cathleen Collinsworth
Cathleen Collinsworth, CDFA™
ccfs@earthlink.net
www.cccdfa.com
(888) 679-8940 or (949) 262-3692
4000 Barranca Parkway, Suite 250
Irvine, CA 92604

Therapists/Support Groups

Divorce Detox™ Survive & Thrive
movingon@DivorceDetox.com
www.divorcetherapy.com
(888) 456-7056
212 Marine Street, Suite 102
Santa Monica, CA 90405
Divorce Detox™ Survival Kit provides easy, online support for your clients to improve their judgment and decision making, manage the daily hurdles of divorce and prevent unnecessary pain and suffering.

**FLORIDA**
Family Lawyers

Colton & Hill, P.A.
info@coltonhill.com
www.coltonhill.com
(772) 567-1900
1446 19th Place, Suite 200
Vero Beach, FL 32960

Financial Professionals

Capuzziello, Larson & Associates provides a financial advisory practice of Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc.
Paul T. Capuzziello, CFP®, CRPC®, CLTC, CDFA™
pault.c.capuzziello@ampf.com
www.paultcapuzziello.com
(877) 334-0570
2364 Diamond Hill Rd.
Cumberland, RI 02864-4738
Paul Capuzziello, a Financial Advisor and Certified Divorce Financial Analyst™ with 22 years of experience helping people to make educated and informed decisions on the complex issues that face them.

Roderick C. Moe CPA, P.A.
Roderick Moe
Rod@RodMoeCPA.com
www.rodmoeCPA.com
(561) 649-5109
3199 Lake Worth Rd., Ste B-3
Lake Worth, FL 33461
Roderick Moe has over 36 years’ experience in tax and accounting. He provides consultation services related to legal matters, including divorce, business damages, personal injury, and wrongful death. He is a Certified Forensic CPA and is accredited in Business Valuations. An expert witness in Dade, Broward, Palm Beach, Martin, and St. Lucie Counties.

**ILLINOIS**
Family Lawyers

Aronberg Goldstein Davis & Garmisa
Jay Frank
jfrank@agdglaw.com
www.agdglaw.com
(312) 826-9600
330 N. Wabash, Ste 3000, Chicago, IL 60611

Feinberg & Barry, P.C.
Joy Feinberg
Joy@feinbergbarry.com
www.feinbergbarry.com
(312) 444-1050
20 South Clark Street, Suite 500
Chicago, IL 60603

Financial Professionals

F4 Financial
Cathleen Belmonte Newman
CDFA™, MBA
CathleenF4financial.com
(847) 634-2219
CityPark Corporate Center
250 Parkway Drive
Suite 150-6, Lincolnshire, IL 60069
A niche financial firm that provides analytical services and litigation support services. Specializing in lifestyle analysis, financial affidavits, expert testimony, forensic accounting, projection of future expenses and balance sheet preparation.

Linda Forman CPA, P.C.
Linda Forman
LFormanCPA@aol.com
www.divorcecpachicago.com
(847) 316-1040
500 Davis Street,! Suite 812
Evanston, IL 60201-4655
Linda Forman is Certified Public Accountant who specializes in divorce cases. Since 1982, she has practiced financial and tax guidance, ERISA issues and litigation support in the Chicago area. Her services are key to getting the right questions answered in depositions.

Bruce L. Richman, CPA/ABV, CVA, CDFA
Bruce.Richman@Cohnreznick.com
www.cohnreznick.com/bruce-richman
(312) 508-5824
200 South Wacker Drive, Suite 2600
Chicago, IL 60606

Jewelry and Collectibles Buyer

Kagan & Company
Jordan Kagan
Jordan@kaganandcompany.com
www.kaganandcompany.com
(847) 897-5781
555 Skokie Boulevard, Suite 500
Northbrook, IL 60062

Valuation & Forensic Partners LLC
Brandi Ruffalo, Founder and President
bruffalo@thebdc.com
www.forensic-valuation.com
(847) 805-1910
1375 E. Woodfield Road, Suite 240
Schaumburg, IL 60173
VFP provides comprehensive financial services for divorce nationwide. Consulting and expert witness services include: business valuation, forensic accounting, tracing, lifestyle analysis, tax, retirement plans and financial affidavits.

Over 24 years of Credentialed Expertise in Pensions & QDROs in Divorce

When your divorce case involves dividing pensions from a private or public employer including Teachers, Federal or Military, we offer expertly performed pension valuations and QDRO drafting, with guaranteed plan approval.

- Affordable Low Fees
- 2-Week QDRO Draft Service
- QDRO Pre-Approval Service
- Guaranteed QDRO Plan Approval
- Divorce and Post-Divorce QDROs

Call for fees & information specific to your needs:
(800) 288-3675
QDRO e-Request: myPAC.pensionanalysis.com

PAC is one of the nation’s leading pension valuation & QDRO providers for divorce, and authors/co-authors of the highly respected legal textbooks: “Value of Pensions in Divorce”, “Valuation Strategies in Divorce” and “Guide to Specific Assets in Divorce”. (WoltersKluwer:NY)
Massachusetts
Financial Professionals

Capuzziello, Larson & Associates a financial advisory practice of Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc.
Paul T. Capuzziello, CFP®, CRPC®, CLTC, CDFA ™
paul.t.capuzziello@ampf.com
www.paultcapuzziello.com
(877) 334-0570
2364 Diamond Hill Rd.
Cumberland, RI 02864-4738
Paul Capuzziello, is a Financial Advisor and Certified Divorce Financial Analyst™ with 22 years of experience helping people to make educated and informed decisions on the complex issues that they face. Serving Florida, Massachusetts and Rhode Island.

Mississippi
Family Lawyers

Chinn & Associates, PLLC
Mark Chinn
mark@chinnandassociates.com
www.chinnandassociates.com
(601) 366-4410
The Chinn Building, 4316 Old Canton Road
Suite 200, Jackson, MS 39211

Missouri
Family Lawyers

Law Office of James H. Young & Associates, LLC
Mary Dagenhart
(816) 246-9981
mdagenhart@jameshyoung.com
www.jameshyoung.com
3300 NE Ralph Powell Road
Lee’s Summit, MO 64064

New Jersey
Family Lawyers

Einhorn Harris Ascher Barbarito & Frost, PC
Patricia M. Barbarito, Partner
lgerber@einhornharris.com
www.einhornharris.com
(973) 627-7300
165 East Main Street
P.O. Box 3010, Denville, NJ 07834
Patricia M. Barbarito is a certified matrimonial lawyer. She is the former chair of the New Jersey Bar Association (Family Law Section), a fellow of the American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers and Certified Matrimonial Law Attorney.

New York
Family Lawyers

The Law Offices of Stephen I. Silberfein, P.C.
Stephen I. Silberfein
stephen@newyorkdivorce.com
www.newyorkdivorce.com
(212) 755-3200
1212 Avenue of Americas, 18th Floor
New York, NY 10036

Financial Professionals

Anchin, Block & Anchin LLP
Stephen W. Shulman, CPA/ABV/CFF, CVA, FCPA
stephen.shulman@anchin.com
www.anchin.com
(212) 840-3456
1375 Broadway, New York, NY 10018

BBL Churchill
Brendan Lyle
brendan.lyle@bblchurchill.com
www.bblchurchill.com
(212) 797-2121
11 Hanover Square, Fl. 6, New York, NY 10005

Oklahoma
Family Lawyers

Echols, Echols & Smalley
David W. Echols
dweatlaw@aol.com
www.echolslawfirm.com
9925 S. Pennsylvania Avenue
Oklahoma City, OK 73159

Pennsylvania
Financial Professionals

Friedman LLP
Barry Szklay, CPA, ABV, CFF, PFS
bszklay@friedmanllp.com
www.friedmanllp.com
(973) 929-3500
1707 Langhorne-Newtown Rd.
Langhorne, PA 19047

Rosenberg Rich Baker Berman & Company
Leonard Friedman, CPA/ABV, CBA, Partner
ffriedman@rrbb.com
www.rrbb.com
(908) 231-1000
265 Davidson Avenue, Suite 210
Somerset, NJ 08873

RRBB Accountants & Advisors — A full-service accounting firm in Central New Jersey with over 25 years of matrimonial and other litigation experience.
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Kimmons Investigative Services is a full-service investigative and research firm. Former police officers. All domestic investigations, including: surveillance, skip-tracing, vehicle tracking, research, countermeasures/debugging, courtroom testimony, asset discovery and inventory.

**VERMONT**

**Financial Professionals**

Jo Ann Thibault & Associates
Jo Ann Thibault
thibault_joann@nlvmail.com
www.joannthibault.com
(802) 861-7988
354 Mountain View Drive, Suite 200
Colchester, VT 05446

**VERMONT**

Financial Divorce Plan provides financial expertise and support to family lawyers in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Florida so that your clients receive the best possible representation.

**RHODE ISLAND**

**Financial Professionals**

Capuzziello, Larson & Associates a financial advisory practice of Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc.
Paul T. Capuzziello, CFP®, CRPC®, CLTC, CDA™
paul.t.capuzziello@ampf.com
www.paultcapuzziello.com
(877) 334-0570
2364 Diamond Hill Rd.
Cumberland, RI 02864-4738
Paul Capuzziello, is a Financial Advisor and Certified Divorce Financial Analyst® with 22 years of experience helping people to make educated and informed decisions on the complex issues that they face. Serving Florida, Massachusetts and Rhode Island.

**SOUTH CAROLINA**

**Family Lawyers**

The Law Office of Lester and Hendrix
Catherine S. Hendrix, Partner
catherine@kenhlester.com
www.letcherandhendrix.com
(803) 252-4700
1901 Gadsden Street, Suite A
Columbia, SC 29201

**TENNESSEE**

**Financial Professional**

J. Richard Claywell, CPA
J. Richard Claywell, CPA, ABV, CVA, CM&A, CFAA, CFD, ABAR
info@biz-valuation.com
www.biz-valuation.com
(281) 488-7531
1560 W. Bay Area Blvd., Suite 105
Friendswood, TX 77546

**PRIVATE INVESTIGATORS**

Kimmons Investigative Services, Inc.
Rob Kimmons, President
rob@kimmonssecurity.com
www.kimmonsinv.com
(713) 532-5881
5906 Dolores St., Suite 225
Houston, TX 77057
501 E Stassney Lane, Suite 1233
Austin, TX 78745

Kimmons Investigative Services is a full service investigative and research firm. Former police officers. All domestic investigations, including: surveillance, skip-tracing, vehicle tracking, research, countermeasures/debugging, courtroom testimony, asset discovery and inventory.

**CANADA – NATIONAL**

**Financial/Debt Relief & Counselling**

OCCA
Deanna Ball, Business Development Manager
(866) USE-OCCA or (866) 873-6222
dball@occa.ca
www.occa.ca
188 Wilkinson Road, Suite 1
Brampton, ON L6T 4W9
We can eliminate interest, reduce amounts owed, and arrange payments consumers can afford. Contact us for your free assessment!

**ONTARIO**

**Family Lawyers**

Judith Holzman, Barrister & Solicitor
jul@jhlawoffices.com
www.jhlawoffices.com
(905) 303-1070 or (416) 977-3050
2126 Major Mackenzie Drive
Maple, ON L6A 1P7

MacDonald & Partners, LLP
Gary Joseph
garyj@mpllp.com
www.macdonaldpartners.com
(416) 971-4802
155 University Avenue, Suite 1700
Toronto, ON M5H 3B7

Nathens Siegel LLP
Brahm Siegel
info@nathenssiegel.com
www.nathenssiegel.com
(416) 222-6980
Madison Centre
4950 Yonge Street, Suite 2408
Toronto, ON M2N 6K1

Marmer Penner Inc.
Steve Z. Ranot, B. Comm., CA•IFA/CBV,	CFE
sranot@marmerpenner.com
www.marmerpenner.com
(416) 961-5612
2 Bloor Street W, Suite 2603
Toronto, ON M4W 3E2

Marmer Penner Inc. is a well established, professional firm of Chartered Accountants, Chartered Business Valuators and Investigative and Forensic Accountants experienced in providing litigation support services for all financial matters that relate to family law proceedings.

**ALBERTA**

**Financial Professionals**

Alberta Divorce Finances
Sharon Numerow CDA™
Sharon@AlbertaDivorceFinances.com
www.AlbertaDivorceFinances.com
(403) 703-7176
11625 Elbow Drive SW., Suite 15
PO Box 83030 Calgary, AB T2W 1G0

**BRITISH COLUMBIA**

**Family Lawyers/Mediators/Collaborative Law**

Kahn Zack Ehrlich Lithwick LLP
Arnold Mulder
amulder@kzellaw.com
www.kzellaw.com
(604) 270-9571
10711 Cambie Road, Suite 270
Richmond, BC V6X 3G5

**WHITE GOLD FINANCIAL INC.**

WhiteGold Financial offers an “all–in-one” service ranging from accounting and tax, mortgages, investments, debt solutions, business restructuring to asset protection.
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Marmer Penner Inc. is a well established, professional firm of Chartered Accountants, Chartered Business Valuators and Investigative and Forensic Accountants experienced in providing litigation support services for all financial matters that relate to family law proceedings.
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WhiteGold Financial offers an “all–in-one” service ranging from accounting and tax, mortgages, investments, debt solutions, business restructuring to asset protection.
Educational Consultant Witness, a Lawyer’s Secret Weapon

By Dr. Judith Greenberg, Educational Consultant

What can an educational consultant do for you and your client in a divorce case? By comparing the feeder schools (elementary, middle and high school, public or private), and even pre-schools, in the mother’s and father’s boundary schools, it is possible to show the court which parent is the more appropriate person to be a primary decision maker and thus have legal custody of the child(ren). It also helps in cases where a 50/50 parenting plan has been decided. Comparing schools helps to determine which school system is best for the child. There are always interesting turns and places to look for information. For example: How many sex offenders live within a few block radius of one of the parent’s home and school district? Which school has a higher graduation percentage? Etc.

A consultant can use these sources, all of which can be found on internet sites but they do not usually make sense to a non-educational professional. Yes, anyone can find the information, however the interpretation of such evidence and an opinion of an expert makes a world of a difference.

Judges will actually mention the information from the educational expert as a reason for their decisions. The vast differences in school programs are amazing and easy to chart, so the attorneys and judge can see the differences and respond in a favorable decision.

An educational expert can testify to what type of elementary, middle or high school the child attends. If the child has special needs, a consultant can read the IEP or 504 plan and testify as to whether or not the school is meeting the needs of the child, or if another school placement is needed. A consultant can also interview parents, grandparents, teachers and principals to get a good picture of the child and the school. The report from an educational consultant can trigger one parent to settle or give the judge the necessary information to give custody and/or locate the child in your client’s school district. If you have never used an educational expert, try it; you might like this secret weapon.

Judith Greenberg, Ph.D. is an educational consultant, who has many years of experience as an expert witness in divorce cases. www.schoolfinders.net

Related Article
Essential Issues when Handling Cases with Special Needs Children
By Margaret “Pegi” S. Price
Learn issues not taught in law school or law seminars. www.familylawyer magazine.com/articles/handling-cases-with-special-needs-children.
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Contact Dan Couvrette
(866) 803–6667 x 124
Danc@DivorceMarketingGroup.com
Experienced divorce attorneys know all too well how the stress and emotional baggage that typically accompany the separation process can negatively affect their clients. Those seeking the services of a lawyer rarely do so with a completely clear mind or a reasonably constructive attitude.

Don’t let your clients’ delicate and confused mental state get in the way of the important legal business that you need to discuss. By encouraging them to obtain professional life coaching before delving into the myriad nuanced details necessary to divorce, you can ensure your clients are better equipped to work efficiently, engage cooperatively and face the realities of their situation head on.

A life coach can help your clients in the following ways:

- **Be better equipped for your meetings** — Armed with a bit of information and knowing approximately what to expect, your clients will feel more prepared and less intimidated to confer with a legal counsel.
- **Feel more comfortable discussing legal matters** — A good life coach will help your clients compartmentalize their emotions so that they can more effectively discuss the matter at hand. By acquainting them with common divorce proceedings and what lies ahead, the coaching process helps to put clients at ease in a legal setting.
- **Focus more clearly on the necessary details** — Coaching can help your clients concentrate on prioritizing what’s important and what isn’t.
- **Communicate more effectively with you** — When the lines of communication breakdown, the client is bound to become dissatisfied... even if he or she is partially to blame. Communication problems can be eliminated by enabling clients to separate the emotional issues from the financial issues — Your clients can prevent emotional turmoil from affecting crucial financial decisions.
- **Take full advantage of your legal advice** — Attorneys are not life coaches. Yet clients in fragile emotional states often try to treat you as such. By acquiring the services of a life coach in addition to the legal services provided by an attorney, your clients will be better equipped to check their emotional baggage at your office door, giving you the time and space that you need to do what you do best: practice law.

Allison Pescosolido M.A. is co-founder of Divorce Detox. With advanced degrees in the field of Psychology and as certified Grief Recovery Specialists® by The Grief Recovery Institute, Divorce Detox is a full service center dedicated to transforming the lives of individuals transitioning through divorce across the U.S. www.divorcedetox.com

**Related Article**

This article is an excerpt. Read entire article, www.familylawyermagazine.com/articles/obtain-professional-coaching-for-clients.

**The Unstable Client**

By Mark Banschick

Learn the basic psychology of divorce so you may encourage emotional stability for your clients. www.familylawyermagazine.com/articles/the-unstable-client.
Family law investigations often involve surveillance, asset investigation, due diligence, computer and cell phone forensics, locating and interviewing pertinent witnesses and countermeasures (debugging) etc. There are two specific areas of domestic investigations that are particularly controversial and sensitive: asset discovery and vehicle tracking.

Asset Discovery

Investigation and due diligence regarding tangible assets are routine for competent investigators. Tangible assets include: real property, vehicles, boats, aircraft, company affiliations, equipment, etc. The more difficult and challenging area of asset discovery involves locating bank accounts, stocks and bonds, trust funds, other cash accounts, mutual fund accounts, etc. The Federal Law (113 stat.1446, section 521) Gramm-Leach Bliley Act of 1999, imposed strict penalties for individuals who obtain information about a third party bank or brokerage account through pretext of deceit.

The few information brokers still operating are not reliable in obtaining certain types of financial account information (banking, brokerage, mutual funds). Existing laws regulating these types of financial investigations make it nearly impossible for information brokers to obtain reliable results legally. If an information broker is able to accurately indentify bank accounts and balances, it may be by scamming or pitching financial institutions through illegal pretenses. Obviously, this is something none of us would want to be a part of. However, investigators can sometimes identify financial accounts through legitimate sources, such as surveillance, legal monitoring of subject trash, witness interviews, serving garnishments on financial institutions, etc. Family law attorneys should be wary of investigators or information brokers who continue to claim they can legally obtain bank account and stock account information by any other means.

Vehicle Tracking

Vehicle trackers have become very advanced and effective. When a tracker is in use, a single investigator with a laptop and wireless internet access can easily locate a vehicle through tracking software. Most states have statutes stating that a licensed private investigator, who has the written consent of a vehicle owner or lessee, can legally install and monitor a tracking device. They can enhance surveillance results, and reduce client cost in a surveillance case.

Family Law Attorneys may want to have their clients’ vehicles swept to determine if a tracker has been installed by opposing parties.

Rob Kimmons is President of Kimmons Investigative Services, Inc. which has offices in Houston, Dallas, and Austin, Texas. Kimmons is a former Houston Police Officer and Houston Fire Fighter. He holds the certifications of Certified Protection Professional (CPP), Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE) and Certified Homeland Security Expert (CHS III). www.Kimmonsinv.com
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Legal & Ethical Considerations for Attorneys Working with Investigators
By Nicholas G. Himonidis
A lawyer has responsibility for how an investigator handles his case. www.familylawyermagazine.com/articles/legal-ethical-considerations-for-attorneys-working-with-investigators.